Altra Lift
Hand Pallet Truck

LIGHT DUTY. HEAVY MUSCLE.
The Altra Lift hand pallet truck is a budget conscious workhorse
that keeps you on the move. It’s designed with a durable
adjustable tubular push rod and self-lubricating bushing pivots
that boost efficiency and minimize wear and tear.

Altra
Lift
Hand Pallet Truck

FOR ORDERS OR INQUIRIES CALL 1.800.558.6012 OR EMAIL HPTORDERS@LIFTRITE.COM

PRODUCTIVITY

The forks have solid nylon fork tip entry rollers that ease the transition over
the bottom pallet boards, helping you to get more work done.

SPECIFICATIONS:
»» Capacity: 5,500 lbs
»» Fork Length: 48 inches
»» Frame Width: 27.00 inches

DURABILITY

The adjustable tubular push rods and self-lubricating bushings at all pivot
points help improve warehouse efficiency and minimize wear and tear.

»» Fork Width: 6.25 inches
»» Low Height: 3.00 inches
»» Raised Height: 7.75 inches
»» Wheel Diameter: 7.00 inches

ERGONOMICS

Comfort never worked so hard. The teardrop handle with the 3-way position
lever provides comfortable and precise load control for the operator. And the
handle return spring automatically restores the handle to its vertical position.

»» Wheel Type: Polyurethane
»» Roller Diameter: 3.00 inches
»» Roller Type: Poly
»» Weight: 160 lbs

FLEXIBILITY

Every operation runs differently. That’s why the Altra Lift is designed to adapt
to a wide range of warehouse operations and is available in a variety of
configurations.

Polyurethane on steel core load and
steer wheels

Teardrop handle with 3-way position
lever for load control

Hydraulic pump with over-load
bypass valve

Durable powder coat paint finish

Due to continuous product improvement, specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation.
Some systems and features shown are optional at extra cost. Lift-Rite is a U.S. trademark of Lift-Rite.

Options Available
48” Load Back Rest
Nylon Rollers and Wheels
Comfort Handle
A = 20.5 / 27 inches
B = 36 / 42 / 48 inches
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